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Abstract
Federated learning (FL) is a novel machine learning setting which enables on-device in-
telligence via decentralized training and federated optimization. The rapid development of
deep neural networks facilitates the learning techniques for modeling complex problems and
emerges into federated deep learning under the federated setting. However, the tremendous
amount of model parameters burdens the communication network with a high load of trans-
portation. This paper introduces two approaches for improving communication efficiency by
dynamic sampling and top-k selective masking. The former controls the fraction of selected
client models dynamically, while the latter selects parameters with top-k largest values of
difference for federated updating. Experiments on convolutional image classification and re-
current language modeling are conducted on three public datasets to show the effectiveness
of our proposed methods.
Keywords— Federated Learning, Dynamic Sampling, Selective Masking
1 Introduction
Recent advances of machine learning techniques have drawn attention from many researchers and have
boosted many industrial applications. However, traditional machine learning requires to collect massive
data from users and trains a centralized model for prediction. To solve large-scale learning problem, dis-
tributed machine learning [26] is proposed for training in a distributed manner by allocating learning
process in multiple computing nodes. Among popular distributed machine learning techniques, parame-
ter server [19] is a typical one to scale up learning algorithms. With the widespread application of mobile
communication technology and personal mobile devices, machine learning moves to edge devices and
makes distributed agents more intelligent [12].
The increasing computational capacity of edge devices brings on-device computation into a reality.
Observing privacy needs of mobile devices and unbalanced and non-IID nature of data in multi-party
devices, federated learning is proposed to learn from decentralized data [22]. Unlike centralized learning,
FL trains model without directly accessing private user data. By local computing and secure parameters
transport, it can solve the security and privacy issues in the traditional centralized training. In this new
setting, users’ personal data are stored securely on their own devices. Conventional centralized learning
and federated learning are illustrated in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b respectively. To enable more efficient privacy
preserving, federated learning can also be integrated with differential privacy [1] and secure multiparty
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computation [21]. It has also been applied in many fields like recommendation [4], computational pheno-
typing [14], and personalized next-word suggestion [11].
✓
: centralized model training: user data : user data upload ✓
(a) The framework of centralized learn-
ing with data collection
: local training: model aggregation: protected user data : parameters up/down load
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓
(b) The framework of federated learn-
ing from decentralized data
Figure 1: The federated learning framework versus centralized learning framework. (a) Cen-
tralized learning with data collection. User data are uploaded to a central server to train a
centralized model. (b) Federated learning. User data are stored securely on the user’s devices
to train a local model. Only the parameters from the local models are uploaded to the server for
aggregation.
Federated deep learning takes deep neural networks as learning models on local devices and uses
averaged model aggregation over sampled clients under the control of a central server. However, the hu-
mongous amount of transport cost in federated deep learning is one bottleneck for real-world application
because deep learning models have a large number of parameters. Modern devices use wired commu-
nication or wireless communication with limited bandwidth. Thus, it is hard for current network trans-
portation to handle such large amount of transportation, which makes communication-efficient federated
learning a critical mission.
To increase communication efficiency, there are two strategies, i.e., to reduce the number of commu-
nication rounds between server and clients during federated training and to transport less parameters
for each federated iteration. To save the transportation cost, current work [22] uses static sampling to
select a fraction of client models, while other improvements [2] use compression algorithms for more ef-
ficient communication. In this paper, we improve the vanilla federated averaging methods by dynamic
sampling for client models and selective masking on neural parameters of client models. The former one
aims to reduce communication rounds, while the latter one aims to sample a fraction of parameters for
transportation. During model downloads and uploads, our proposed methods can also be combined with
cutting-edge compression algorithms for furthering communication efficiency.
Our contributions are summarized in the following three folds.
• We propose dynamic sampling strategy for federated averaging with an exponential annealing of
sampling rate.
• We propose selective masking on neural parameters of client models to save the amount of data
during model transportation.
• Through experiments on both convolutional image classification task on two popular image datasets
and recurrent language modeling task on a typical text dataset, our proposed methods outperform
their baseline methods in most cases.
This paper is organized as follows. A brief literature review is conducted in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 and
4, a preliminary introduction of federated averaging algorithm and our proposed methods are presented
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respectively. A series of experiments are conducted in Sec. 5, together with a comprehensive comparison.
Finally, we draw a conclusion in Sec. 6.
2 Related Work
We review the literature of federated learning from three aspects, i.e., federated learning itself, methods
for communication-efficient federated learning, and real-world applications in the federated scenario.
2.1 Federated Learning
Federated learning is a decentralized machine learning method, which uses distributed training on local
users without sending the data to a central server, firstly proposed by McMahan et al. [22]. A recent survey
on federated machine learning [33] categorized federated learning into three aspects of vertical federated
learning, horizontal federated learning and federated transfer learning.
Several improvements on the federated framework have been proposed. Geyer et al. [6] applied dif-
ferential privacy preserving techniques on the user side to further privacy protection. To solve the bias
of client models, Mohri et al. [24] proposed agnostic federated learning. Peterson et al. [27] integrated
federated setting with per-user domain adaptation. Aggregation strategy is a key component of federated
learning. To improve vanilla federated averaging, Ji et al. [11] proposed attentive federated learning for
private neural language modeling. Lalitha et al [17] proposed to learning aggregation over a network of
nodes. Besides, multiple distributed learning task can be taken as a multi-task learning problem. Smith et
al. [14] proposed federated multi-task learning with distributed primal-dual optimization.
2.2 Communication Efficiency
Communication efficiency is considered as an important evaluation metric of federated learning. To enable
efficient communication, Konecˇny` et al. [15] proposed sketched updating method for reducing transport
cost in federated learning and use random subsampling in their sketched updating method. Bonawitz
et al. [3] designed a scalable federated learning system architecture. In the field of distributed machine
learning, there are also several methods for saving communication cost. For instance, Alistrach et al. [2]
proposed gradient quantization and encoding. Wen et al. [32] proposed ternary gradients. Sattler et al. [30]
proposed sparse ternary compression.
2.3 Federated Applications
Federated learning has also emerged in many real-world application fields. For example, a federated
meta learning framework is proposed by Chen et al. [4] for privacy preserving recommendation. Kim et
al. [14] used federated learning for clinical concepts discovery from electronic health records using tensor
factorization. Popov et al. [28] proposed to learn language models from distributed private data by fine-
tuning. Other applications include personalized social photo sharing prediction [13], proactive social care
in private communities [10], neuroimage analysis [20], and spam message detection [7].
3 Preliminaries
This section introduces some preliminaries of federated learning, including federated averaging algorithm
and two strategies to save communication cost, i.e., static sampling on clients for federated aggregation
and random masking on model parameters for saving uploading cost.
3.1 Federated Averaging
Federated averaging performs distributed training and learns efficiently from decentralized data using
iterative averaging. Without accessing personal data, it can achieve the goal of preserving privacy with
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multi-party computation and differential privacy. Federated learning is highly preferred when data is
highly sensitive, for example, medical data and financial credit data.
In the federated setting, there is a central server for model aggregation and a set of client devices for
local training. One typical algorithm is federated averaging where the central server averages client mod-
els to obtain a global model that can well generalize distributed clients. For deep neural networks, the
global model at t is denoted as Θt = {W 1t , . . . ,W it , . . . } with multiple layers, where a real-value matrix
W it ∈ Rd1×d2 represents parameters in the i-th layer. The parameters of global model are then distributed
to clients via network transportation. For each selected client, the downloaded model is trained on its
physical device using its own data, with the trained local model in the i-th client at t-th communication
round denoted as Θit. Then, clients uploads trained models to the central server for model aggregation by
computing the weighted average. Given totally m selected clients as a set S in the distributed environ-
ment, the aggregated global model is computed in Eq. 1.
Θt+1 =
1
m
m∑
i∈S
Θit (1)
For each layer in the neural network model, pair-wise matrix summation is calculated. To consider data
imbalance, federated averaging performs weighted averaging by taking number of training samples as
weights. The aggregation of client models is calculated as
Θt+1 =
1
m
m∑
i∈S
ni
n
Θit, (2)
where ni is the number of training instances in the i-th device and n =
∑m
i=0 ni is the total number of
training samples of all selected clients.
3.2 Static Sampling
Federated learning applies static sampling by selecting a random fraction of clients for federated aver-
aging. The server initially sets a sampling rate C, then it waits for updates from clients. Once there are
enough updates to meet the sampling rate, the server will stop receiving updates and turn to federated
averaging. During this procedure, the sampling rate C remains unchanged, and this is why it is so-called
static sampling. The algorithm of federated averaging with static sampling is shown in Algorithm 1, which
is executed on the central server.
Algorithm 1 Federated Averaging with Static Sampling
1: C ∈ R is a constant of the sampling fraction of clients; R ∈ N+ is the value of preset communication
rounds
2: Input: a set of M registered clients S = {s1, . . . , sM}
3: Output: updated global parameters Θt+1
4: procedure FEDERATED AVERAGING(S) . Run on a central server
5: Initialize model Θ0, set the fraction of clients C, a set of client parameters {Θ10, . . . ,ΘC∗M0 }
6: for t = 1 : R do
7: Initialize an empty list L
8: Number of sampled clients m = max(C ∗M, 1)
9: while len(L) < m do . Static sampling
10: Send connection request to clients
11: if ACK from i-th client then
12: call ClientUpdate(i,Θt)
13: Θkt ← receiveParam(i)
14: L.add(Θit)
15: Θt+1 = 1m
∑m
i∈C
ni
n
Θit
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3.2.1 Random Masking
In distributed computing environment, the bottleneck of federated learning is the huge amount of trans-
port cost because the bandwidth of central server is fixed when receiving updates from distributed clients.
To save the transportation cost, one naive strategy is to randomly select a part of updated model pa-
rameters for transportation. We term this as random masking because a random mask is applied into
parameters of each neural layer. The algorithm of random masking is shown in Algorithm 2. Given a
random seed in each client, random masking is randomized by randi function which generates a matrix
of A ∈ Ra×b with γ of ones. A certain proportion of parameters is masked via pair-wise product of A
matrix and parameters in each layer. Then, masked model is compressed when uploaded to the central
server.
Algorithm 2 On-Device Training with Random Masking
1: γ is the proportion of masked parameters; B is the local mini-batch size; E is the number of local
epochs; η is the learning rate.
2: Input: ordinal of user k, user data X .
3: Output: updated user parameters Θt+1 at t+ 1.
4: procedure CLIENT UPDATE(k, Θ) . Run on the k-th client
5: B← (split user data X into batches)
6: for each local epoch i from 1 to E do
7: for batch b ∈ B do
8: Θt+1 ← Θt − η∇L(Θt)
9: for each layer i from 1 to l do
10: (a, b) = shape(W it+1)
11: A = randi([0 1], a, b, γ)
12: W it+1 = A⊗W it+1
13: send Θt+1 to server
4 Proposed Methods
We propose two strategies to save the communication cost. They are dynamic sampling and selective
masking. The iterative model aggregation method uses federated averaging [22]. Dynamic sampling
is proposed to control the sampling rate of client models, while selective masking chooses parameters
according to the absolute difference value of parameters with a preset proportion γ and saves communi-
cation cost as well.
4.1 Dynamic Sampling
Static subsampling uses a fixed subsample rate through the whole training process, no matter what the
epochs and training steps are. This method is easy for implementation by evenly choosing the number
of clients to enable model aggregation. We propose dynamic sampling with a high sampling rate at first
and then decrease the sampling rate during each communication. Our motivation is to accelerate conver-
gence at the beginning of federated learning by involving more clients for model aggregation at the very
beginning. Once a more generalized federated model is trained based on the initialization, our method
dynamically decreases the number of clients for model aggregation to save communication cost. Even
though it costs more at the beginning of federated training, its selected number of clients model declines
rapidly after several rounds of training. The declining rate of sampling rate can be chosen accordingly to
ensure that the total amount of parameter transportation of dynamic sampling is fewer than its counter-
part of static sampling after certain rounds of communication.
Our proposed dynamic subsampling method uses exponential decay rate to anneal the sampling rate
in the training process, where the subsample rate R is a function of current epoch t and decay coefficient
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β as shown in Eq. 3.
R(t, β) =
1
exp(βt)
(3)
With the decreasing rate multiplied with a preset initial sample rate C, we get the dynamic sampling rate
as c = C
exp(βt)
at t-th training round. With the increase of communication rounds, sampling rate becomes
very small, making less than one client selected for model aggregation. In practice, the minimum number
of selected client models is set to two. Integrated with federated averaging, the algorithm of the dy-
namic sampling is written in Algorithm 3. The core difference between static sampling is the dynamically
changed sampling rate.
Algorithm 3 Federated Averaging with Dynamic Sampling
1: C ∈ R is a constant of initial sampling rate; c ∈ R is a variable of the sampling fraction of clients;
R ∈ N+ is the value of preset communication rounds; k ∈ R is a constant of the decay coefficient in
Eq. 3.
2: Input: a set of M registered clients S = {s1, . . . , sM}
3: Output: updated global parameters Θt+1
4: procedure FEDERATED AVERAGING(S) . Run on a central server
5: Initialize model Θ0, set the the decay efficiency of sampling β.
6: for t = 1 : R do
7: Initialize an empty list L
8: Calculate sample rate c = C
exp(βt)
9: Number of sampled clients m = max(c ∗M, 1)
10: while len(L) < m do . Dynamic sampling
11: Send connection request to clients
12: if ACK from i-th client then
13: call ClientUpdate(i,Θt)
14: Θkt ← receiveParam(i)
15: L.add(Θit)
16: Θt+1 = 1m
∑m
i∈C
ni
n
Θit
4.2 Selective Masking
This subsection turns to another improvement - selective masking technique. Model parameters stored in
client devices take up the most of transportation cost. When transporting data from user devices to central
servers, the random masking algorithm randomly selects some computed updates and discard the rest.
However, this method is less heuristic because it is unable to select prior updates. Consequently, some
important updates can be discarded when randomly select parameters.
We propose a selective masking to consider the importance of model parameters in each local training.
Given a static masking rate on the proportion of model parameters as the selective criteria, only model
parameters with the largest absolute difference are selected proportionally for federated aggregation and
model updating. The principle of selective making is simple as illustrated in Fig. 2. First, the difference of
current model parameters of i-th layer and updated counterpart in the next time step is calculated as
Dit =|W it+1 −W it | (4)
Given the masking proportion of γ, top-k largest values are selected together with their indices, where k
equals to γ multiplied with the number of elements of weight matrix. With the selected indices, a mask
matrix is generated as M which contains 1 − γ zeros and γ ones. Then, the masked weight matrix is
calculated by pair-wise product of mask matrix and full weight matrix as
W it+1 = M ⊗W it+1. (5)
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Finally, the masked parameters are compressed and ready for transportation via client-server communi-
cation.
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Figure 2: An illustration of selective masking
The algorithm of on-device training with selective masking is written in Algorithm 4, where the
genMask function generates the mask matrix according to the top-k indices.
Algorithm 4 On-Device Training with Selective Masking
1: γ is the proportion of masked parameters; B is the local mini-batch size; E is the number of local
epochs; η is the learning rate.
2: Input: ordinal of user k, user data X .
3: Output: updated user parameters Θt+1 at t+ 1.
4: procedure CLIENT UPDATE(k, Θ) . Run on the k-th client
5: B← (split user data X into batches)
6: for each local epoch i from 1 to E do
7: for batch b ∈ B do
8: Θt+1 ← Θt − η∇L(Θt)
9: for each layer i from 1 to l do
10: (a, b) = shape(W it+1)
11: D =|W it+1 −W it |
12: indices, values = topk(D, γ)
13: M = genMask([0 1], a, b, indices)
14: W it+1 = M ⊗W it+1
15: send Θt+1 to server
5 Experiments
To study the performance of our proposed methods, experiments on serval datasets with different settings
are conducted in this section. The proposed dynamic sampling and selective masking are compared with
the baseline methods of static sampling and random sampling respectively.
5.1 Datasets and Settings
5.1.1 Datasets
We perform several neural architectures on two typical tasks - image classification and language modeling
- on two image datasets of MNIST [18] and CIFAR-10 [16], and a natural language dataset of WikiText-
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2 [23]. They are typical public datasets for training machine learning algorithms. MNIST1 and CIFAR-
102 are two widely used datasets with hand-written digits and objects respectively. And WikiText-23 is
a dataset for word-level language modeling, which contains more than 2 million tokens extracted from
Wikipedia. Our experiments are performed on these three widely-used datasets for validation. Statistics
of these three datasets are summarized as in Table 1.
Table 1: A summary of datasets
Dataset Type # train # test
MNIST [18] image 60,000 10,000
CIFAR-10 [16] image 50,000 10,000
Wikitext-2 [23] token 2,088,628 245,569
5.1.2 Data Partitioning
Those three datasets are designed for training a centralized machine learning model. To make it suit for
federated learning setting, data partitioning is adopted for generating decentralized datasets by sampling
the whole dataset under independent and identical distribution (I.I.D.). We followed the data partitioning
rule of MNIST and CIFAR-10 proposed by McMahan et al. [22]. Each partitioned subset of the whole
dataset is regarded as a private dataset in a client device. The same partitioning rule is then applied to
WikiText-2 to construct the I.I.D. federated dataset.
5.1.3 Settings
Federated learning involves with communication between distributed clients and the central server. How-
ever, due to the limitation of computing resources, we only apply the federated learning settings in a single
Linux server to simulate the real scenario, which ignores the communication noise and delay in network.
We conduct both convolutional and recurrent neural networks according to specific tasks. For the
image classification task, we use LeNet [18] as client model, and for furthering the effect of large-scale
model, VGG [31] is implemented as client model on CIFAR-10 dataset. The language modeling task deals
with sequential text data. Thus, we use long short-term memory networks (LSTM) [8] to capture sequential
dependency with both tied and untied word embedding [9, 29]. All neural models are implemented by
the PyTorch framework [25] and accelerated by Nvidia K40m GPU.
Our aim is to enable communication-efficient federated learning. Thus, transportation cost is consid-
ered for evaluation, which is related to sampling rate, masking rate and communication round. Taking a
single communication between one client and the server with full model parameters as unit, it is calculated
as
f(β, γ) =
γ
R
R∑
t=1
C
exp(βt)
(6)
forR rounds of client-server communication. In the following section, we take transportation cost together
with prediction accuracy as evaluation metrics.
5.2 Convolutional Image Classification
We first begin with the task of convolutional image classification in the federated setting. Two groups
of comparison are conducted on static versus dynamic sampling and random versus selective masking
1Available at http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
2https://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜kriz/cifar.html
3https://s3.amazonaws.com/research.metamind.io/wikitext/wikitext-2-v1.zip
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on MNIST digits classification using LeNet. Then, analogical comparison is further perform using large-
scale VGG model on CIFAR-10 objects classification. Due to the sample rate decay, the dynamic sampling
method can train more federated rounds than static method given a same transport cost and the same
initial sampling rate. For example, with a decay coefficient of 0.1 and the same amount of transportation
cost, the dynamic method can update 31 epochs, while static method can only train 10 epoch of updates. In
the following experimental analysis, convolutional image classification task is performed under separate
comparison first and then with two methods combined together for federated training.
5.2.1 Static Versus Dynamic Sampling
Sampling strategies are conducted in static and dynamic manners. We take the whole cohort of clients as
initial training. The static sampling method keeps this rate during the whole process of federated training,
while the dynamic counterpart takes an exponential decay on the sampling rate with decay coefficient in
Eq. 3 of 0.01 and 0.1. Results of prediction accuracy and communication cost are reported in Fig. 3 after
10, 50 and 100 rounds of federated training. According to Fig. 3a, with the increase of training epochs,
prediction accuracy grows steadily for all three settings. For less rounds of federated training (that is 10
and 50 rounds), testing accuracy of static sampling is poorer than dynamic sampling with 0.01 as decay
coefficient. But when the sampling rate drops faster (i.e., a higher decay coefficient of 0.1), testing accu-
racy of dynamic sampling is imparted. After 50 and 100 round of training, static sampling gains a better
prediction performance than dynamic sampling method. As for the transportation cost during federated
communication, static method takes 100% of transportation, while the dynamic sampling method can ef-
ficiently save communication cost. With the increase of training epochs and the decay coefficient, much
more rounds of client-server communication have been saved as illustrated in Fig. 3b.
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(a) Prediction accuracy
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Figure 3: Static versus dynamic sampling with 100% clients for initial model aggregation on
MNIST dataset. For dynamic sampling, decay coefficient is set as 0.01 and 0.1.
5.2.2 Random Versus Selective Masking
After that, we evaluate the performance of selective method using top-k masking. In this section, we
fix the sampling rate to be 0.1, and conduct experiments with random masking and selective masking.
For fair comparison, these two methods use the same hyper parameter setting for 10 rounds training,
and the learning rate is set to 0.01. Experimental results are reported in Fig. 4 where the masking rate
varies from 0.1 to 0.9. With a relatively higher masking rate, the testing accuracy of random masking and
selective masking is close. Selective masking performs a bit higher testing accuracy for masking rate of 0.8
and 0.9. When a large number of parameters are discarded with the rate of 0.1 and 0.2, the performance
of random masking drops dramatically. According to this result, our proposed top-k selective masking
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method can remain a stable performance to save communication cost even with a high proportion of
parameters ignored.
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Figure 4: Random masking versus selective masking with static sampling rate of 0.1 for 10
rounds federated training on MNIST dataset.
5.2.3 Combined Experiment
After separate comparison of two proposed methods, we then combine them together into federated train-
ing for evaluation. In this section, four initial sampling rates of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 are included for dy-
namic sampling method. As for the selective masking, two decay coefficients of 0.01 and 0.1 are used.
Experimental results after 50 training rounds are shown in the two bar charts of Fig. 5. Selective masking
outperforms random masking in dynamic sampling setting of these two cases except when initial sam-
pling rate equals 1 with the decay coefficient of 0.01.
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(a) Decay coefficient of 0.01
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(b) Decay coefficient of 0.1
Figure 5: Random masking verses selective masking with dynamic sampling using sample co-
efficient of 0.01 and 0.1 after 50 training epochs on MNIST dataset.
5.2.4 Experiments on CIFAR-10
Then, we further experiments on CIFAR-10 dataset using VGG-16 model to evaluate the performance
on large-scale model. The aggregated prediction accuracy of random and selective masking after 100
federated training rounds is shown in Fig. 6 where static sampling with 100% sampling rate is applied.
Notice that our aim is to compare the performance of masking methods but not to the performance of
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image classification model. Thus, we do not fine tune the client learner. And all the experiments haven’t
achieved the state-of-the-art results of centralized training as the comparison is conducted in the federated
setting with limited communication rounds. But our comparison is reported with the same setting of client
learner to ensure fair comparison of two proposed methods and their counterparts. As we can see from
that table, top-k selective masking method outperforms random masking for masking rate from 0.1 to
0.6. When the masking rate is high, these two methods gain similar testing accuracy. Our proposed top-
k selective masking can remain satisfactory performance with large proportion of parameters saved in
federated training.
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Figure 6: Aggregated prediction accuracy using random masking and selective masking with
VGG model on CIFAR-10 after 100 federated training rounds.
In addition, we conduct experiments with both of sampling and masking strategies adopted for deeper
analysis. This comparison aims to evaluate the effect of decay coefficient in dynamic sampling with
masked updating applied. The results of using masking rates of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 are reported in Fig. 7
where the x-axis is log-scaled. These figures show that when masking rate is 0.3, selective masking outper-
forms random masking with all settings of decay coefficient. For masking rate being 0.5 and 0.7, selective
masking gains better testing accuracy in most cases. With a higher masking rate of 0.9, the performance
gap of these two methods is narrow. Generally, with a larger decay coefficient (more communication-
efficient), the performance experiences a fluctuation and decreases to a relatively low level when the decay
coefficient set as 0.5.
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(a) Masking rate = 0.3
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(b) Masking rate = 0.5
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(c) Masking rate = 0.7
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(d) Masking rate = 0.9
Figure 7: The effect of different decay coefficients on dynamic sampling with federated aggre-
gation using different masking rates on CIFAR-10.
5.3 Recurrent Language Modeling
Mobile keyboard suggestion with private neural language modeling is a typical application of federated
learning, which has interaction with users to provide supervised labels. In this section, we model the next
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word prediction in mobile keyboard as private RNN-based language modeling. Specifically, we adopted
gated recurrent unit (GRU) [5] as the client learner. GRU is a simplified variant of the long short-term
memory (LSTM) network [8] which suits for saving communication cost with less parameters. Natural
language corpus usually has a large vocabulary. To furthering communication-efficient federated learn-
ing, tying word embedding and word classifier [9, 29] is introduced by using shared parameters. In this
section’s experiments, tried embedding is applied. For the evaluation metric, we use the aggregated per-
plexity. Perplexity is a standard metric for language modeling task. According to its definition, lower
perplexity means better performance.
We firstly compared the effect of sampling strategies. Fig. 8 takes 50 rounds of client-server communi-
cation with different rates of masking to compare the performance of static and dynamic sampling. This
bar chart shows that dynamic sampling achieves a lower perplexity in most cases, excluding β = 0.5 with
masking rate of 0.5 and 0.7, and β = 0.1 with masking rate of 0.8 and 0.9.
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Figure 8: Static versus dynamic sampling with masked updating using different masking rate
after 50 communication rounds on WikiText-2.
Secondly, we compared random masking with selective masking. Results using different masking
rates are reported in Fig. 9. Our proposed selective masking is better for larger masking rates. Surprisingly,
random masking gains better performance when masking rate is low. It is hard to interpret why random
masking is better even when a large number of parameters are discarded for updating. One possible guess
is that the randomness improves the generalization of aggregated recurrent model, making the testing
perplexity decrease.
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Figure 9: Random versus selective masking with different masking rates on WikiText-2.
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5.4 Discussion
Comprehensive experiments on single computing node are conducted to mimic the federated setting in
this section. Two tasks of convolutional image classification and recurrent language modeling are per-
formed with comparison analysis. Our proposed achieves competitive performance in most experimental
settings, which provides empirical approaches for saving communication cost in federated setting. For
simplicity, we ignore the loss of network transmission. But admittedly, real-world environment of feder-
ated setting is more complicated which requires further simulation experiments. Deep neural models have
a large number of parameters. Taking VGG-16 as an example, its total number of parameters is more than
one hundred million. High-speed network techniques are also required. Due to the lack of computing
resources, we leave experimental simulation on multiple computing nodes for the future work.
6 Conclusion
Federated learning decouples modeling training and data accessing, which protects data privacy. But it
incurs communication cost issue when it combines with large-scale deep neural networks. To enable com-
munication efficient federated learning, this paper proposes two empirical approaches - dynamic sam-
pling and selective masking to save communication cost while ensures satisfying prediction performance.
The proposed two strategies can save the number of server-client communication and save the amount of
model parameters for each transmission. Experiments on convolutional image classification and recurrent
language modeling show that our proposed methods gain competitive results.
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